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who are scientists what kind of people are they what capacities
and virtues are thought to stand behind their considerable
authority they are experts indeed highly respected experts
authorized to describe and interpret the natural world and widely
trusted to help transform knowledge into power and profit but are
they morally different from other people the scientific life is
historian steven shapin s story about who scientists are who we
think they are and why our sensibilities about such things matter
conventional wisdom has long held that scientists are neither
better nor worse than anyone else that personal virtue does not
necessarily accompany technical expertise and that scientific
practice is profoundly impersonal shapin however here shows
how the uncertainties attending scientific research make the
virtues of individual researchers intrinsic to scientific work from
the early twentieth century origins of corporate research
laboratories to the high flying scientific entrepreneurship of the
present shapin argues that the radical uncertainties of much
contemporary science have made personal virtues more central to
its practice than ever before and he also reveals how radically
novel aspects of late modern science have unexpectedly deep
historical roots his elegantly conceived history of the scientific
career and character ultimately encourages us to reconsider the
very nature of the technical and moral worlds in which we now
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live building on the insights of shapin s last three influential
books featuring an utterly fascinating cast of characters and
brimming with bold and original claims the scientific life is
essential reading for anyone wanting to reflect on late modern
american culture and how it has been shaped in the ethos of a
late modern citizen stephen k white contends that western
democracies face novel challenges demanding our reexamination
of the role of citizens white argues that the intense focus in the
past three decades on finding general principles of justice for
diversity rich societies needs to be complemented by an
exploration of what sort of ethos would be needed to adequately
sustain any such principles accessible pithy and erudite the ethos
of a late modern citizen will appeal to a wide audience why do
people identify with growing late modern churches and does
identification lead to morally transforming commitments beyond
late modern consumerism this case study presents findings that
may inspire both social scientists and theological practitioners to
new forms of thinking this book analyses three of the most
prevalent illnesses of late modernity anxiety depression and
alzheimer s disease in terms of their relation to cultural
pathologies of the social body usually these conditions are
interpreted clinically in terms of individualized symptoms and
responded to discretely as though for the most part unrelated to
each other however these diseases also have a social and cultural
profile that transcends their particular symptomologies and
etiologies anxiety depression and alzheimer s are diseases related
to disorders of the collective esprit de corps of contemporary
society multidisciplinary in approach the book addresses
questions of how these conditions are manifest at both the
individual and collective levels in relation to hegemonic
biomedical and psychologistic understandings rejecting such
reductive diagnoses the authors argue that anxiety depression
and alzheimer s disease as well as other contemporary epidemics
are to be analysed in the light of individual and collective
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experiences of profound and radical changes in our civilization a
diagnosis of our times late modern subjectivity and its discontents
will appeal to a broad range of scholars with interests in health
and illness the sociology of medicine and contemporary life
papers presented at the 3rd international conference on late
modern english held at the university of leiden in 2007 this
volume includes fifteen papers focussing on three important
aspects of the history of english in britain and overseas since the
eighteenth century the grammatical tradition of prescriptivism
syntactic developments and sociolinguistic factors affecting
language variation within these areas methodological approaches
include those relating to corpus linguistics social network theory
the investigation of specialized discourse in a diachronic
perspective and lexicography the individual sections are highly
cohesive with each other as the ideological considerations on
which the prescriptive tradition was founded are underpinned by
sociological factors theoretical contributions appear alongside
case studies in which instances of specific usage are investigated
the late modern period is the first in the history of english for
which an unprecedented wealth of textual material exists using
increasingly sophisticated databases the contributions in this
volume explore grammatical usage from the period specifically
morphological and syntactic change in a broad context some
chapters explore the socio historical background of the period
while others provide information on prescriptivism newspaper
language language contact and regional variation in british and
american english internal processes of change are discussed
against grammaticalisation theory and construction grammar and
the rich body of textual evidence is used to draw inferences on
the precise nature of historical change exposing readers to a
wealth of data that informs the description of a broad range of
syntactic phenomena this book is ideal for graduate students and
researchers interested in historical linguistics corpus linguistics
and language development the first full study of intensifiers in
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late modern english combining a range of different theoretical
perspectives on courtroom discourse influenced most notably by
Émile durkheim and zygmunt bauman dawson outlines how this
long neglected stream of socialist theory can help us more fully
understand and possibly move beyond the problems of
neoliberalism and our conceptions of political individualism the
volume presents an innovative approach to studies in late modern
english by giving attention to variation and change in varieties of
english on both sides of the atlantic as new corpora become
available scholarly interests broaden their horizons to encompass
varieties the history of which has only just begun to be
investigated and which are likely to yield significant findings the
contributors whose long experience in the field of english
historical linguistics ensures in depth investigations employ state
of the art tools for the analysis of specific phenomena and to set
these in the light of a more encompassing framework concerning
different text types and sociolinguistic considerations while usage
guides and dictionaries prove remarkable in their contribution to
the definition of what is not acceptable in specific social circles
the language of ordinary users also takes centre stage in studies
of correspondence journals and travelogues the volume is
expected to appeal to scholars and students interested in the
linguistic history of english as seen in contexts on which until now
relatively little light has been shed this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
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work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant this volume focuses on the
relationship and interaction of language and science between
1700 and 1900 in particular english history writing in late modern
english as compiled in the corpus of history english texts the
chapters cover methodological issues as well as pilot studies for
the description of scientific discourse the present volume brings
together leading scholars studying language change from a
variety of sociolinguistic perspectives complementing and
enriching the existing literature by providing readers with a
kaleidoscopic perspective of aspects of change in english from
around 1700 until the present day the volume presents a
collection of in depth studies on a broad spectrum of phonetic
lexical grammatical and discourse variation drawing on historical
corpora dictionaries metalinguistic commentary ego documents
spoken language and survey data apart from advancing our
knowledge of processes of language change in varieties of english
including british english irish english australian english south
african english american english and canadian english the
individual chapters contribute to the theoretical debates on
variation and change in late modern as well as present day
english this scholarly and accessible study presents a provocative
new reading of the late sixteenth and seventeenth century
advances in scientific inquiry kirkus reviews in the scientific
revolution historian steven shapin challenges the very idea that
any such a revolution ever took place rejecting the narrative that
a new and unifying paradigm suddenly took hold he demonstrates
how the conduct of science emerged from a wide array of early
modern philosophical agendas political commitments and
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religious beliefs in this analysis early modern science is shown
not as a set of disembodied ideas but as historically situated ways
of knowing and doing shapin shows that every principle identified
as the modernizing essence of science whether it s
experimentalism mathematical methodology or a mechanical
conception of nature was in fact contested by sixteenth and
seventeenth century practitioners with equal claims to modernity
shapin argues that this contested legacy is nevertheless rightly
understood as the origin of modern science its problems as well
as its acknowledged achievements this updated edition includes a
new bibliographic essay featuring the latest scholarship an
excellent book anthony gottlieb new york times book review 常に新た
な情報に開かれ 継続的変化が前提となる後期近代で 自己はどのような可能性と苦難を抱えるか 独自の理論的枠組を作り上
げた近代的自己論 lee morrissey explores how milton s major late poems
narrate varying responses to modernity adjustment avoidance and
antagonism immersing himself in the whirling uncertainty of late
modernity confronting its odd deformities of essentialism and
exclusion jock young has produced a comprehensive account of
contemporary trouble anxiety and transgression if this is
criminology and it s surely criminology of the best sort it is a
criminology able to account not just for crime and inequality but
for the cultural and the economic for the existential and the
ontological as well perhaps most importantly it is a criminology
designed to discover in these intersecting social dynamics real
possibilities for critique hope and human transformation jock
young s the vertigo of late modernity is a work of sweeping dare i
say dizzying intellect and imagination professor jeff ferrell texas
christian university usa and university of kent uk this is precisely
what readers would expect from the author of two instant classics
a book that is bound to become the third as is his habit jock young
launches a frontal attack on the commonsense of social studies
and its tacit assumptions as common as they are misleading
futility of the inclusion vs exclusion contented vs insecure or
indeed normal vs deviant oppositions in the globalised and
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mediatized world is exposed and the subtle yet thorough
interpenetration of cultures and porosity of boundaries
demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt the newly coined
analytical categories like chaos of rewards and chaos of identity
existential vertigo bulimic society or conservative vs liberal
modes of othering are bound to become an indispensable part of
social scientific vernacular and let s hope that they will for the
sanity and relevance of the social sciences sake zygmunt bauman
emeritus professor of sociology university of leeds jock young is
one of the great figures in the history of criminology in this book
he prises open paradoxes of identity in late modernity we
experience an emphasis on individualism in an era when shallow
soil forms a foundation for self development young deftly analyses
shifts in conditions of work and consumption and the insecurities
they engender this is a perceptive reformulation of job family and
community in late modernity professor john braithwaite
australian national university the vertigo of late modernity is a
seminal new work by jock young author of the bestselling and
highly influential book the exclusive society in his new work
young describes the sources of late modern vertigo as twofold
insecurities of status and of economic position he explores the
notion of an underclass and its detachment from the class
structure the book engages with the ways in which modern
society attempts to explain deviant behaviour whether it be crime
terrorism or riots in terms of motivations and desires separate
and distinct from those of the normal young critiques the process
of othering whether of a liberal or conservative variety and
develops a theory of vertigo to characterise a late modern world
filled with inequality and division he points toward a
transformative politics which tackle problems of economic
injustice and build and cherish a society of genuine diversity this
major new work engages with some of the most important issues
facing society today the vertigo of late modernity is essential
reading for academics and advanced students in the areas of
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criminology sociology cultural studies anthropology and the social
sciences more broadly johannes althusius 1557 1638 was a
political theorist and a combative city politician who defended the
rights of small communities against territorial absolutism this
work places althusius in the context of his times explains the main
features of his political thought and suggests why his theories
continue to resonate today contends that althusius theory belongs
to a countertradition in western political thought and that it
applies to today s search for a post sovereign system of politics
the author teaches political science at wilfrid laurier university
canada annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
cover half title title page copyright page table of contents notes
on contributors 1 introduction to a series 2 modern subjectivity
post modern subjectivity 3 return of the age of anxiety the
embedding of a late modern social pathology 4 sadean depression
and the work of culture 5 alzheimer s disease a social pathology
of contemporary civilization 6 a research prospective index part
of the blackwell readings in the history of philosophy series this
survey of late modern philosophy focuses on the key texts and
philosophers of the period whose beliefs changed the course of
western thought gathers together the key texts from the most
significant and influential philosophers of the late modern era to
provide a thorough introduction to the period features the
writings of locke berkeley hume leibniz kant rousseau bentham
and other leading thinkers examines such topics as empiricism
rationalism and the existence of god readings are accompanied by
expert commentary from the editors who are leading scholars in
the field poutsma s grammar of late modern english is a
comprehensive guide to the structure and usage of the english
language this book covers everything from basic grammar to
advanced concepts with a focus on the needs of non native
speakers poutsma s writing is clear and precise making this an
essential resource for students and scholars of english as a
foreign language this work has been selected by scholars as being
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culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant our late modern era is marked by
the rapidity of change waxing pluralism focus on the future not
the past the elevation of personal choice over communal
obligation and for some a sense of spiritual and intellectual
disorientation that can lead to resentment fear nostalgia and or a
disordered desire for absolute certainty and rigid authority how
can religious traditions be maintained and even thrive in such an
environment how do they negotiate the fluidity of it all and
transmit their beliefs and practices to future generations what
should be the role of academic authorities vis à vis religious
authorities in this process finally what can different religious
traditions learn from one another on the general topic of tradition
this volume invites readers to participate in a candid ecumenical
and interreligious conversation involving christian jewish and
muslim voices the editor and contributors alike contend that the
abrahamic faiths while having honest differences face common
challenges from contemporary culture which often fosters
incomprehension about the depth breadth and intellectual rigor
of religious traditions at the same time traditions can become
disengaged and moribund without attending to them with careful
reflection discernment and conversation with others who hold
different points of view with contributions from david novak
james l heft s m david bentley hart ebrahim moosa sarah hinlicky
wilson the corpus of english philosophy texts cephit is part of the
coruña corpus of english scientific writing it has been compiled
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for the description of philosophical texts written in english in the
18th and 19th centuries the cd rom includes the coruña corpus
tool cct purpose designed software by irlab consuming football in
late modern life explores the phenomenon of football soccer
fandom as consumption in the age of late modernity by
centralising fandom within the sociology of consumption the book
examines how this phenomenon equates to a fluid series of
consumption activities that are practiced in the course of
everyday life in turn the work departs from much of the existing
literature that features exceptional properties of fanatical fans in
order to emphasise the position that seemingly trivial acts of
consumption can have a profound influence on the construction
maintenance and evolution of football fandom cultures containing
up to date research findings derived from a programme of
interviews with a sample of football fans kevin dixon examines the
social emotional economic and technological implications of
consumption as fans participate in and respond to the demands of
consumer life as virulent nationalism increases in europe and th
debate surrounding political correctness continues to rage in the
us this volume provides a theoretical analysis of these events and
the questions they raise for critical theory the encyclopedia of
cremation is the first major reference resource focused on
cremation spanning many world cultures it documents regional
histories ideological movements and leading individuals that
fostered cremation whilst also presenting cremation as a
universal practice tracing ancient and classical cremation sites
historical and contemporary cremation processes and procedures
of both scientific and legal kind the encyclopedia also includes
sections on specific cremation rituals architecture art and text
features in the volume include a general introduction and
editorial introductions to sub sections by douglas davies an
international specialist in death studies appendices of world
cremation statistics and a chronology of cremation cross
referencing pathways through the entries via the index individual
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entry bibliographies and illustrations this major international
reference work is also an essential source book for students on
the growing number of death studies courses and wider studies in
religion anthropology or sociology this book brings together
public services policy and public services management in a novel
way that is likely to resonate with academics policy makers and
practitioners engaged in the organization of public services
delivery as it is from a perspective that challenges many received
ideas in this field starting from the perspective of critical
management studies the contributors to this volume embed a
critical perspective on policy orthodoxy around critical public
services policy and management studies cppms in so doing the
authors bring together previous disparate fields of public services
policy and public services management but more importantly
debate and present what critical constitutes when applied to
public services policy and management this edited collection
presents chapters from a broad range of public services domains
including health education prisons local and central government
and deals with a range of contemporary issues facing public
services managers are examined including regulation of
professions risk management user involvement marketing and
leadership this volume provides a comprehensive description of
the main developments in medicine in 1700 1800 based on the
corpus of late modern english medical texts lmemt its main focus
is on language use in context with stylistic variation according to
genres authors and audiences the book is accompanied by a cd
rom containing the corpus the gospel is an invitation to enter into
a relationship with god through jesus get real describes how the
presentation of the gospel as person can be obstructed by the late
modern phenomena that some have called the loss of self while
the reception of that same gospel as person facilitates the
recovery of the self and social discourse
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The Scientific Life 2008-10-01
who are scientists what kind of people are they what capacities
and virtues are thought to stand behind their considerable
authority they are experts indeed highly respected experts
authorized to describe and interpret the natural world and widely
trusted to help transform knowledge into power and profit but are
they morally different from other people the scientific life is
historian steven shapin s story about who scientists are who we
think they are and why our sensibilities about such things matter
conventional wisdom has long held that scientists are neither
better nor worse than anyone else that personal virtue does not
necessarily accompany technical expertise and that scientific
practice is profoundly impersonal shapin however here shows
how the uncertainties attending scientific research make the
virtues of individual researchers intrinsic to scientific work from
the early twentieth century origins of corporate research
laboratories to the high flying scientific entrepreneurship of the
present shapin argues that the radical uncertainties of much
contemporary science have made personal virtues more central to
its practice than ever before and he also reveals how radically
novel aspects of late modern science have unexpectedly deep
historical roots his elegantly conceived history of the scientific
career and character ultimately encourages us to reconsider the
very nature of the technical and moral worlds in which we now
live building on the insights of shapin s last three influential
books featuring an utterly fascinating cast of characters and
brimming with bold and original claims the scientific life is
essential reading for anyone wanting to reflect on late modern
american culture and how it has been shaped
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The Ethos of a Late-Modern Citizen
2009-07-31
in the ethos of a late modern citizen stephen k white contends
that western democracies face novel challenges demanding our
reexamination of the role of citizens white argues that the intense
focus in the past three decades on finding general principles of
justice for diversity rich societies needs to be complemented by
an exploration of what sort of ethos would be needed to
adequately sustain any such principles accessible pithy and
erudite the ethos of a late modern citizen will appeal to a wide
audience

GRAMMAR OF LATE MODERN
ENGLISH,. 2019
why do people identify with growing late modern churches and
does identification lead to morally transforming commitments
beyond late modern consumerism this case study presents
findings that may inspire both social scientists and theological
practitioners to new forms of thinking

Ecclesial Identification beyond Late
Modern Individualism? 2012-03-06
this book analyses three of the most prevalent illnesses of late
modernity anxiety depression and alzheimer s disease in terms of
their relation to cultural pathologies of the social body usually
these conditions are interpreted clinically in terms of
individualized symptoms and responded to discretely as though
for the most part unrelated to each other however these diseases
also have a social and cultural profile that transcends their
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particular symptomologies and etiologies anxiety depression and
alzheimer s are diseases related to disorders of the collective
esprit de corps of contemporary society multidisciplinary in
approach the book addresses questions of how these conditions
are manifest at both the individual and collective levels in relation
to hegemonic biomedical and psychologistic understandings
rejecting such reductive diagnoses the authors argue that anxiety
depression and alzheimer s disease as well as other contemporary
epidemics are to be analysed in the light of individual and
collective experiences of profound and radical changes in our
civilization a diagnosis of our times late modern subjectivity and
its discontents will appeal to a broad range of scholars with
interests in health and illness the sociology of medicine and
contemporary life

Late Modern Subjectivity and its
Discontents 2017-03-16
papers presented at the 3rd international conference on late
modern english held at the university of leiden in 2007

A Grammar of Late Modern English
1960
this volume includes fifteen papers focussing on three important
aspects of the history of english in britain and overseas since the
eighteenth century the grammatical tradition of prescriptivism
syntactic developments and sociolinguistic factors affecting
language variation within these areas methodological approaches
include those relating to corpus linguistics social network theory
the investigation of specialized discourse in a diachronic
perspective and lexicography the individual sections are highly
cohesive with each other as the ideological considerations on
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which the prescriptive tradition was founded are underpinned by
sociological factors theoretical contributions appear alongside
case studies in which instances of specific usage are investigated

A Grammar of Late Modern English
1926
the late modern period is the first in the history of english for
which an unprecedented wealth of textual material exists using
increasingly sophisticated databases the contributions in this
volume explore grammatical usage from the period specifically
morphological and syntactic change in a broad context some
chapters explore the socio historical background of the period
while others provide information on prescriptivism newspaper
language language contact and regional variation in british and
american english internal processes of change are discussed
against grammaticalisation theory and construction grammar and
the rich body of textual evidence is used to draw inferences on
the precise nature of historical change exposing readers to a
wealth of data that informs the description of a broad range of
syntactic phenomena this book is ideal for graduate students and
researchers interested in historical linguistics corpus linguistics
and language development

Current Issues in Late Modern English
2009
the first full study of intensifiers in late modern english combining
a range of different theoretical perspectives on courtroom
discourse
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Insights Into Late Modern English
2006-12
influenced most notably by Émile durkheim and zygmunt bauman
dawson outlines how this long neglected stream of socialist
theory can help us more fully understand and possibly move
beyond the problems of neoliberalism and our conceptions of
political individualism

Late Modern English Syntax
2017-05-18
the volume presents an innovative approach to studies in late
modern english by giving attention to variation and change in
varieties of english on both sides of the atlantic as new corpora
become available scholarly interests broaden their horizons to
encompass varieties the history of which has only just begun to be
investigated and which are likely to yield significant findings the
contributors whose long experience in the field of english
historical linguistics ensures in depth investigations employ state
of the art tools for the analysis of specific phenomena and to set
these in the light of a more encompassing framework concerning
different text types and sociolinguistic considerations while usage
guides and dictionaries prove remarkable in their contribution to
the definition of what is not acceptable in specific social circles
the language of ordinary users also takes centre stage in studies
of correspondence journals and travelogues the volume is
expected to appeal to scholars and students interested in the
linguistic history of english as seen in contexts on which until now
relatively little light has been shed
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Intensifiers in Late Modern English
2024-03-31
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and
remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will
see the original copyright references library stamps as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Late Modernity, Individualization and
Socialism 2013-05-14
this volume focuses on the relationship and interaction of
language and science between 1700 and 1900 in particular
english history writing in late modern english as compiled in the
corpus of history english texts the chapters cover methodological
issues as well as pilot studies for the description of scientific
discourse
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Project Studies 1999
the present volume brings together leading scholars studying
language change from a variety of sociolinguistic perspectives
complementing and enriching the existing literature by providing
readers with a kaleidoscopic perspective of aspects of change in
english from around 1700 until the present day the volume
presents a collection of in depth studies on a broad spectrum of
phonetic lexical grammatical and discourse variation drawing on
historical corpora dictionaries metalinguistic commentary ego
documents spoken language and survey data apart from
advancing our knowledge of processes of language change in
varieties of english including british english irish english
australian english south african english american english and
canadian english the individual chapters contribute to the
theoretical debates on variation and change in late modern as
well as present day english

Transatlantic Perspectives on Late
Modern English 2015-02-15
this scholarly and accessible study presents a provocative new
reading of the late sixteenth and seventeenth century advances in
scientific inquiry kirkus reviews in the scientific revolution
historian steven shapin challenges the very idea that any such a
revolution ever took place rejecting the narrative that a new and
unifying paradigm suddenly took hold he demonstrates how the
conduct of science emerged from a wide array of early modern
philosophical agendas political commitments and religious beliefs
in this analysis early modern science is shown not as a set of
disembodied ideas but as historically situated ways of knowing
and doing shapin shows that every principle identified as the
modernizing essence of science whether it s experimentalism
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mathematical methodology or a mechanical conception of nature
was in fact contested by sixteenth and seventeenth century
practitioners with equal claims to modernity shapin argues that
this contested legacy is nevertheless rightly understood as the
origin of modern science its problems as well as its acknowledged
achievements this updated edition includes a new bibliographic
essay featuring the latest scholarship an excellent book anthony
gottlieb new york times book review

GRAMMAR OF LATE MODERN
ENGLISH 2016-08-26
常に新たな情報に開かれ 継続的変化が前提となる後期近代で 自己はどのような可能性と苦難を抱えるか 独自の理論的枠組
を作り上げた近代的自己論

Writing History in Late Modern English
2019
lee morrissey explores how milton s major late poems narrate
varying responses to modernity adjustment avoidance and
antagonism

Processes of Change 2019-08-15
immersing himself in the whirling uncertainty of late modernity
confronting its odd deformities of essentialism and exclusion jock
young has produced a comprehensive account of contemporary
trouble anxiety and transgression if this is criminology and it s
surely criminology of the best sort it is a criminology able to
account not just for crime and inequality but for the cultural and
the economic for the existential and the ontological as well
perhaps most importantly it is a criminology designed to discover
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in these intersecting social dynamics real possibilities for critique
hope and human transformation jock young s the vertigo of late
modernity is a work of sweeping dare i say dizzying intellect and
imagination professor jeff ferrell texas christian university usa
and university of kent uk this is precisely what readers would
expect from the author of two instant classics a book that is
bound to become the third as is his habit jock young launches a
frontal attack on the commonsense of social studies and its tacit
assumptions as common as they are misleading futility of the
inclusion vs exclusion contented vs insecure or indeed normal vs
deviant oppositions in the globalised and mediatized world is
exposed and the subtle yet thorough interpenetration of cultures
and porosity of boundaries demonstrated beyond reasonable
doubt the newly coined analytical categories like chaos of
rewards and chaos of identity existential vertigo bulimic society
or conservative vs liberal modes of othering are bound to become
an indispensable part of social scientific vernacular and let s hope
that they will for the sanity and relevance of the social sciences
sake zygmunt bauman emeritus professor of sociology university
of leeds jock young is one of the great figures in the history of
criminology in this book he prises open paradoxes of identity in
late modernity we experience an emphasis on individualism in an
era when shallow soil forms a foundation for self development
young deftly analyses shifts in conditions of work and
consumption and the insecurities they engender this is a
perceptive reformulation of job family and community in late
modernity professor john braithwaite australian national
university the vertigo of late modernity is a seminal new work by
jock young author of the bestselling and highly influential book
the exclusive society in his new work young describes the sources
of late modern vertigo as twofold insecurities of status and of
economic position he explores the notion of an underclass and its
detachment from the class structure the book engages with the
ways in which modern society attempts to explain deviant
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behaviour whether it be crime terrorism or riots in terms of
motivations and desires separate and distinct from those of the
normal young critiques the process of othering whether of a
liberal or conservative variety and develops a theory of vertigo to
characterise a late modern world filled with inequality and
division he points toward a transformative politics which tackle
problems of economic injustice and build and cherish a society of
genuine diversity this major new work engages with some of the
most important issues facing society today the vertigo of late
modernity is essential reading for academics and advanced
students in the areas of criminology sociology cultural studies
anthropology and the social sciences more broadly

A Grammar of Late Modern English
1904
johannes althusius 1557 1638 was a political theorist and a
combative city politician who defended the rights of small
communities against territorial absolutism this work places
althusius in the context of his times explains the main features of
his political thought and suggests why his theories continue to
resonate today contends that althusius theory belongs to a
countertradition in western political thought and that it applies to
today s search for a post sovereign system of politics the author
teaches political science at wilfrid laurier university canada
annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

The Scientific Revolution 2018-11-05
cover half title title page copyright page table of contents notes
on contributors 1 introduction to a series 2 modern subjectivity
post modern subjectivity 3 return of the age of anxiety the
embedding of a late modern social pathology 4 sadean depression
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and the work of culture 5 alzheimer s disease a social pathology
of contemporary civilization 6 a research prospective index

モダニティと自己アイデンティティ 2021-08
part of the blackwell readings in the history of philosophy series
this survey of late modern philosophy focuses on the key texts and
philosophers of the period whose beliefs changed the course of
western thought gathers together the key texts from the most
significant and influential philosophers of the late modern era to
provide a thorough introduction to the period features the
writings of locke berkeley hume leibniz kant rousseau bentham
and other leading thinkers examines such topics as empiricism
rationalism and the existence of god readings are accompanied by
expert commentary from the editors who are leading scholars in
the field

Milton's Late Poems 2022-08-25
poutsma s grammar of late modern english is a comprehensive
guide to the structure and usage of the english language this
book covers everything from basic grammar to advanced
concepts with a focus on the needs of non native speakers
poutsma s writing is clear and precise making this an essential
resource for students and scholars of english as a foreign
language this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
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process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

The Vertigo of Late Modernity
2007-01-31
our late modern era is marked by the rapidity of change waxing
pluralism focus on the future not the past the elevation of
personal choice over communal obligation and for some a sense
of spiritual and intellectual disorientation that can lead to
resentment fear nostalgia and or a disordered desire for absolute
certainty and rigid authority how can religious traditions be
maintained and even thrive in such an environment how do they
negotiate the fluidity of it all and transmit their beliefs and
practices to future generations what should be the role of
academic authorities vis à vis religious authorities in this process
finally what can different religious traditions learn from one
another on the general topic of tradition this volume invites
readers to participate in a candid ecumenical and interreligious
conversation involving christian jewish and muslim voices the
editor and contributors alike contend that the abrahamic faiths
while having honest differences face common challenges from
contemporary culture which often fosters incomprehension about
the depth breadth and intellectual rigor of religious traditions at
the same time traditions can become disengaged and moribund
without attending to them with careful reflection discernment and
conversation with others who hold different points of view with
contributions from david novak james l heft s m david bentley
hart ebrahim moosa sarah hinlicky wilson

Early Modern Concepts for a Late
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Modern World 1999-12-09
the corpus of english philosophy texts cephit is part of the coruña
corpus of english scientific writing it has been compiled for the
description of philosophical texts written in english in the 18th
and 19th centuries the cd rom includes the coruña corpus tool cct
purpose designed software by irlab

A Grammar of Late Modern English
1916
consuming football in late modern life explores the phenomenon
of football soccer fandom as consumption in the age of late
modernity by centralising fandom within the sociology of
consumption the book examines how this phenomenon equates to
a fluid series of consumption activities that are practiced in the
course of everyday life in turn the work departs from much of the
existing literature that features exceptional properties of fanatical
fans in order to emphasise the position that seemingly trivial acts
of consumption can have a profound influence on the construction
maintenance and evolution of football fandom cultures containing
up to date research findings derived from a programme of
interviews with a sample of football fans kevin dixon examines the
social emotional economic and technological implications of
consumption as fans participate in and respond to the demands of
consumer life

A Grammar of Late Modern English for
the Use of Continental, Especially
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Dutch, Students 1904
as virulent nationalism increases in europe and th debate
surrounding political correctness continues to rage in the us this
volume provides a theoretical analysis of these events and the
questions they raise for critical theory

Late-modern Architecture and Other
Essays 1980
the encyclopedia of cremation is the first major reference
resource focused on cremation spanning many world cultures it
documents regional histories ideological movements and leading
individuals that fostered cremation whilst also presenting
cremation as a universal practice tracing ancient and classical
cremation sites historical and contemporary cremation processes
and procedures of both scientific and legal kind the encyclopedia
also includes sections on specific cremation rituals architecture
art and text features in the volume include a general introduction
and editorial introductions to sub sections by douglas davies an
international specialist in death studies appendices of world
cremation statistics and a chronology of cremation cross
referencing pathways through the entries via the index individual
entry bibliographies and illustrations this major international
reference work is also an essential source book for students on
the growing number of death studies courses and wider studies in
religion anthropology or sociology

Late Modern Subjectivity and Its
Discontents 2017
this book brings together public services policy and public
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services management in a novel way that is likely to resonate with
academics policy makers and practitioners engaged in the
organization of public services delivery as it is from a perspective
that challenges many received ideas in this field starting from the
perspective of critical management studies the contributors to
this volume embed a critical perspective on policy orthodoxy
around critical public services policy and management studies
cppms in so doing the authors bring together previous disparate
fields of public services policy and public services management
but more importantly debate and present what critical constitutes
when applied to public services policy and management this
edited collection presents chapters from a broad range of public
services domains including health education prisons local and
central government and deals with a range of contemporary
issues facing public services managers are examined including
regulation of professions risk management user involvement
marketing and leadership

Late Modern Philosophy 2007-01-23
this volume provides a comprehensive description of the main
developments in medicine in 1700 1800 based on the corpus of
late modern english medical texts lmemt its main focus is on
language use in context with stylistic variation according to
genres authors and audiences the book is accompanied by a cd
rom containing the corpus

A Grammar of Late Modern English
2023-07-18
the gospel is an invitation to enter into a relationship with god
through jesus get real describes how the presentation of the
gospel as person can be obstructed by the late modern
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phenomena that some have called the loss of self while the
reception of that same gospel as person facilitates the recovery of
the self and social discourse

The Idea of Tradition in the Late
Modern World 2020-02-10

'The Conditioned and the
Unconditioned' 2016

Consuming Football in Late Modern
Life 2013-08-28

Modernity and Self-identity 1991

The Identity in Question 2014-10-29

Encyclopedia of Cremation 2016-04-29

Making Public Services Management
Critical 2010-02-02
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Johnson's Universal Cyclopædia 1894

Late Modern 1976

Late Modern English Medical Texts
2019

Get Real 2009
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